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Abstract:
An up-and-coming area of remote sensing research is Sun-Induced chlorophyll Fluorescence
(SIF), as it is a direct measure of photosynthetic activity in vegetation. Current vegetation
indices only provide a hint of potential photosynthesis by exploiting the passive reflectance
of the canopy. Chlorophyll fluorescence is light that is emitted from plants after absorbing
solar radiation from 400 to 700 nm, the so-called photosynthetically active radiation. SIF
makes up only 1-2% of the total radiance of plants with peaks at 690 and 740 nm. It can be
measured passively within two narrow oxygen absorption features at 680 and 740 nm, where
the incoming irradiance is strongly reduced through the gas absorption. The signal relates to
the photosynthetic activity in the plant tissue, enabling detection of plant stress; even before
changes show in the visible and near-infrared reflectance. The passive measurement of SIF
from space will be a major advance for satellite systems. However, measuring SIF requires
precise and accurately calibrated spectroradiometers, as the SIF signal is relatively low and
limited to very narrow spectral bands compared to the amount of light reflected by vegetation.
With the European Space Agency’s Fluorescence Explorer (FLEX) satellite mission under
development, questions remain about the remotely sensed SIF signal particularly on different
scales and over complex canopies. Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) are well suited to help
answering these questions because they enable capturing highly detailed hyperspectral data
(from which SIF is retrieved) quickly and flexibly. Thus, the objectives of this study are to
describe how to measure the SIF signal with a UAS-based spectroradiometer and how to relate
the data to the plant canopy. A description of the platform and the spectroradiometer setup
is given, followed by an outline of the calibration procedure, data capture and its validation
in a field experiment. The system has been spectrally and radiometrically calibrated and data
in the field is validated against a calibrated LED panel emitting at 680 and 750 nm. SIF has
been retrieved from a test flight over different kinds of grass and a black tarp, using Standard
Fraunhofer Line Descrimination (sFLD) and 3FLD methods. First results show that SIF can be
reliably captured with this system as supported by rigorous experimental methodologies.
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